Addendum to: Schachner A, Brady TF, Pepperberg I, Hauser M. Spontaneous motor entrainment to music in multiple vocal-mimicking species.
W
e have recently found robust evidence of motor entrainment to auditory stimuli in multiple species of non-human animal, all of which were capable of vocal mimicry. In contrast, the ability remained markedly absent in many closely related species incapable of vocal mimicry. This suggests that vocal mimicry may be a necessary precondition for entrainment. However, within the vocal mimicking species, entrainment appeared non-randomly, suggesting that other components besides vocal mimicry play a role in the capacity and tendency to entrain. Here we discuss potential additional factors involved in entrainment. New survey data show that both male and female parrots are able to entrain, and that the entrainment capacity appears throughout the lifespan. We suggest routes for future study of entrainment, including both developmental studies in species known to entrain and further work to detect entrainment in species not well represented in our dataset. These studies may shed light on additional factors necessary for entrainment in addition to vocal mimicry.
Dance is a universal human behavior, appearing in all modern-day cultures. 1 Dance is also ancient: cave art depictions of dance date back at least 9,000 years, 2 and musical instruments date back to at least 35,000 years. 3 Thus, dance appears to be a fundamental part of modern human behavior.
Auditory-motor entrainment, the ability to align motor actions with an external auditory beat, is a crucial component of dance, and has been commonly assumed This manuscript has been published online, prior to printing. Once the issue is complete and page numbers have been assigned, the citation will change accordingly.
to be a uniquely human capacity. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] However, we have recently found strong evidence of auditory-motor entrainment (henceforth 'entrainment') in non-human species, particularly parrot species. 9, 10 In addition, by systematically searching and analyzing material from a large public video database (YouTube.com), we found that while there was extensive evidence of entrainment in animals capable of vocal mimicry, the ability remained markedly absent in many closely related species incapable of vocal mimicry. 9 This finding lends support to the theory that the capacity for entrainment emerged as a byproduct of selection for vocal mimicry.
11 By this hypothesis, vocal mimicry would be a necessary precondition for entrainment. Our data suggest that, in line with the predictions of this hypothesis, only vocal mimicking animals are able to entrain.
However, entrainment appeared nonrandomly even within the vocal mimicking species in our dataset. Known vocal mimics include humans, three avian clades (songbirds, parrots and hummingbirds), two marine mammal clades (cetaceans and pinnipeds), elephants and some bats. 9 We found robust evidence of entrainment in multiple parrot species, and some evidence of entrainment in elephant species; however we saw no evidence of entrainment in other vocal mimicking animals. This pattern suggests that while vocal mimicry may be necessary for entrainment, it is not sufficient. What factors other than vocal mimicry determine an animals' capacity for entrainment? To determine which capacities could potentially be needed, we examine the types of abilities shared by the species known to entrain (humans and
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Elephants are also not well represented on YouTube; however, we did find videos of elephants in which the animals appear to be entrained. However, while parrot owners reported spontaneous entrainment by the birds, the elephants' entrained movements appear to be staged performances by professional trainers. Thus, while the animals in the videos appear entrained, our data from Asian elephants calls for further replication. Further work should test elephant entrainment in controlled circumstances.
In contrast to these species, dogs are extremely well represented in the database, and are often recorded in the presence of period sounds and music. However, we still found no evidence of entrainment in dogs. Due to the large amount of data available, in the case of dogs our dataset strongly supports a negative result in terms of entrainment ability.
We also found no evidence of entrainment in non-human apes. These species are also only moderately represented in our dataset. 9, 20 However, observations from other experiments are consistent with the idea that non-human primates may truly be incapable of entrainment. In the past century, questions about linguistic development have led multiple scientists to adopt apes and raise them as human children. In these studies, apes were raised as like to a human infant as possible, and sometimes alongside a similarly-aged human child. [21] [22] [23] [24] It is likely that these infant apes were exposed to music and movement to music, as these are a typical part of human life, particularly in infancy. 25 However, to the authors' knowledge, these studies did not report entrained movement to music by these human-reared apes. In contrast, parrots kept in human environments do entrain to music. 9 This additional negative evidence for primates is consistent with our result, and suggests that non-human primates may indeed lack the capacity for entrainment.
Individual Differences
In addition to differences between species, we also see differences within species. Most individuals of particular parrot species do and parrot species overall show larger relative brain size and telencephalic volume than non-passerine bird species and similar relative brain size to primates. 18 It is thus possible that some aspect of advanced social cognition, in conjunction with vocal mimicry, enables entrainment.
Data Availability
If a complex social system is indeed relevant to entrainment, this suggests that other vocal mimics with complex social systems should also be able to entrain. This set of species includes some passerine birds, such as corvids, 15 as well as dolphins. 19 However, we did not find evidence of entrainment in these species in our dataset. This is at least partly due to the low availability of videos of these species in the database, which is a crucial factor in our ability to make inferences about entrainment from the YouTube dataset.
In particular, while vocal mimics and vocal non-mimics were equally represented in our dataset, each individual species within these groups was not equally represented. This is an important point, since the power of the dataset to make negative conclusions for individual species depends on the baseline availability of videos of that species in the database. For instance, there are far fewer videos of wild animal species than there are of domesticated animal species in the YouTube database. In addition, since wild species are rarely exposed to human music, videos of these animals with periodic sound are very rare. For an animal to entrain to an auditory stimulus, there must be periodic auditory stimuli available. For these reasons, the YouTube database does not contain sufficient data to make strong negative conclusions about most individual wild species. This includes many vocal mimicking species such as starlings and lyrebirds, which appear with a low base-rate in the database.
Dolphins also fall into this category. We found no evidence of dolphin entrainment in our analyses, but this does not yet serve as strong negative evidence, since dolphins are not well represented in the database. More experimental work is called for in this species, particularly since they would be predicted to entrain if both advanced parrots), particularly the subset of abilities not shared by a wide range of other vocal mimicking species that do not entrain. We next discuss the availability of videos from different species in our dataset, and how this affects the likelihood of entrainment being observed in these species. Finally, we discuss new data on differences within parrots that may be important for entrainment.
Differences between Species
Parrots are able to imitate non-vocal movements as well as vocalizations. 12, 13 This ability may be crucial for entrainment. While experimental studies have shown that motor imitation is not necessary for each episode of avian entrainment, it is possible that imitation plays a role in initially encouraging the individual to engage in entrained movement to music. Some initial role for motor imitation remains plausible, since the individual parrots known to entrain have all had extensive experience with humans and therefore may have observed entrainment to music prior to themselves engaging in entrainment.
Parrots also imitate a wide range of sounds, including other species' vocalizations and environmental sounds. This contrasts with many songbird species, which only imitate sounds produced by conspecifics.
14 It may be that only the true mimics, which imitate the sounds of other species, can entrain. In addition, both parrots' and humans' vocal mimicry abilities do not fade in adulthood like those of many songbirds, but are retained throughout the lifespan. 14 This type of open-ended vocal mimicry may also be necessary for entrainment to occur.
Complex social cognition has also been hypothesized to form a necessary prerequisite for entrainment, in conjunction with vocal mimicry. 13 While there has been little experimental work on parrot social cognition, there is reason to suspect advanced social cognitive abilities in parrot species. 15 Many species exhibit complex social behavior, forming large individualized social networks and maintaining close long-term attachments to other individuals. 16 High social intelligence has been reported in African Grey parrots, for entrainment in conjunction with vocal mimicry. In the current paper, we have found that both male and female parrots can entrain, and that the capacity seems to be retained throughout the lifespan, thus ruling out age and sex as preconditions for avian entrainment, and adding a further parallel of avian and human entrainment. The nature of additional capacities needed for entrainment is yet unknown, and the number of viable hypotheses remains extremely large. We suggest two main routes for future research. Firstly, further work to detect entrainment in species not well represented in our dataset may inform debates on species-general capacities needed for entrainment. For example, if advanced social cognition and vocal imitation are the only needed components, species such as dolphins and corvids should be able to entrain.
However, even when some individuals of a particular species can entrain, many others will not exhibit this behavior. Thus, a negative result in a small set of individuals may not be representative of the capacity of the species, but reflect the lack of entrainment-relevant experience by the tested group. Therefore, to most effectively detect the capacity for entrainment in a species, we should first develop a better understanding of the ontogeny of entrainment behavior in each individual animal. Developmental work in parrot species known to entrain can shed light on the types of individual experiences needed for entrainment to emerge. Once we have some understanding of the ontogenetic factors involved in entrainment, these factors can be used to develop more effective and informative tests for entrainment in other species, and ultimately to understand the causal mechanisms determining an animal's capacity or lack of capacity for entrainment. database analysis. Thus, previous work has been unable to address the question of gender-specificity.
9,10 However, we have recently begun to survey the owners of animals from the online dataset for the animals' demographic information. Of the nine owners who responded, eight had determined the gender of their parrot via reliable methods (e.g., DNA testing). Of these eight parrots, fully half (four) were female. In addition, the survey showed a wide array of ages among entrained parrots, ranging from two to thirty-three years. Thus, in parrot species the capacity for entrainment is not confined to male individuals only, nor is it confined only to young ages. Parrot entrainment resembles the human entrainment capacity in that it appears in both males and females and is retained throughout the lifespan.
Previous data has shown that avian and human entrainment have strikingly similar phenomenology: parrots as well as humans match the frequency and phase of their movements to the musical beat, changing to match multiple tempos, and flexibly using different body parts and types of movement to entrain. Also, both parrots and humans appear to have volitional control over whether they engage in entrained movements; these movements are not a reflexive, obligatory response to music.
9,10 Now, we may add the gender and age invariance to this list of common features. Overall, these common behavioral signatures strongly suggest that human and avian entrainment rely on highly similar cognitive mechanism, each of which arose independently through convergent evolution. This is consistent with recent literature on the neural mechanisms for vocal mimicry, showing that the structure of neural mechanisms underlying vocal mimicry is highly constrained, as the mechanisms used remain highly similar across multiple clades of vocal learners, in spite of seemingly independent evolutionary origins.
28,29

Conclusions
While only vocal mimicking animals have been shown to entrain, not every vocal mimicking animal shows evidence of entrainment. This suggests that additional factors may potentially be needed not show evidence of entrainment, even when multiple individuals of that species entrain. This suggests that individual experience and ontogeny play a role in determining an animals' ability or tendency to entrain. The nature of these individual experiences is as of yet unknown. Since only domestic parrots have been seen to entrain thus far, it is possible that prior observation of other individuals engaging in entrainment may be necessary to motivate and initiate entrained motor behavior, as discussed above.
An additional question is whether these experiences must occur at specific points in development, during a sensitive period for entrainment. If so, and if the particular experiences involve the observation of humans, then birds wild-caught in adulthood would not learn to entrain. Alternatively, it may be that the relevant experience is effective regardless of age. If this is the case, then a non-entraining individual (of a species where other individuals are known to entrain) could learn to entrain at any age by exposure to the relevant experience. Future developmental research in parrot species should shed light on the type and timing of individual experience necessary for entrainment.
Lack of Gender Specificity
One of the hallmarks of human entrainment is its lack of gender specificity: male and female humans seem equally skilled at accurately moving to a beat, as extensive research on the topic has not noted gender differences. 26 This contrasts with the strict gender-specificity of certain types of synchronized motor behaviors previously studied in other species (e.g., the clawwaving behavior of crabs or synchronized flashing of lightning bugs). This gender specificity forms one reason to believe that these phenomena depend on cognitive mechanisms very different from the ones humans use for entrainment. 13, 27 If avian entrainment is also gender-specific, this would point to a possibly substantial difference between the cognitive mechanisms used in avian and human entrainment.
Both of the subjects explored in published case studies were male, and at the time of our previous publication we did not know the gender of animals from our
